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The origins of pioneer Hong Kong shipowner Wo Fat Sing (和發) trace back to merchant Li Ka-shing 

(1808-1868) who, according to Frank Ching, in the 1850s sought refuge in Hong Kong from the 

turmoil of the Taiping rebellion (Ching, 1999). There he set up the trading and chartering firm Sui 

Sing (Shing) while his wife and concubine remained in rural Hoshan, just west of Canton. His sons 

Kin-choi (1859-1888) and Pui-choi (1863-1916) by his concubine acquired had a basic Chinese 

education in Hong Kong before taking employment in their father’s firm at 96 Bonham, Strand and 

learning the rice business. In 1880 at age seventeen the ambitious Pui-choi, better known as Li Shek 

Pang, enrolled himself in the new English-language stream at St Joseph’s College. In 1891, three 

years after the death of his older brother, Shek-Pang became a partner in the firm Nam Wo, which 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank


 

like Sui Sing chartered ships for the rice trade from Saigon to Hong Kong. After the principal owner 

had died and the two sons as co-partners had mismanaged the business, Shek-Pang then set up his 

own firm Wo Fat Sing to operate from the same premises and in due course took over the business, 

which as Nam Wo Hong expanded into rice trading in Hong Kong and Canton and rice milling in 

Saigon.  

 

In 1903 Li Shek-Pang became a British citizen, so that in August he thereby was able to acquire in his 

own name was the reliable 24-year-old Blue Funnel cargo steamer Laertes (2183/79), which 

retained its name and British registry. Next year the sister vessel Telemachus (2180/80) was acquired 

after having been chartered for some time from Hong Kong shipowner Un Lai Chuen. Then in 1905 

for a few months Li appears to have become owner of the ex-Hapag Allemannia (1881) before 

buying instead the slightly smaller Pheumpenh (ex Shahjehan, 1692/78) to make a trio. In 1910 all 

three vessels were re-registered to single-ship companies under the management of Wo Fat Sing. 

From 1905 to 1907 there was also the 781-ton wooden steamer Ying King, possibly used as a feeder 

vessel in Indo-China.     

 

The U.S. Consular and Trade Reports for 1911 mentioned that commerce between Kwangtung 

Province and Cochin China had resulted in the formation by Chinese interests of two shipping 

companies, financed and managed exclusively by Chinese, assuring a regular commercial service by 

steamships between Hong Kong and Saigon. The larger of the two companies, Soc. Anon. de Nav. 

Chinoise de le Cochinchine, registered in French Indochina, chartered steamers flying the German 

or Norwegian flags while Wo Fat Sing used British-flagged ships registered in Hong Kong. According 

to the U.S. reports, cargoes and the incessant movement of passengers had resulted in a lively 

commercial stream of activity. Chinese living in Indochina naturally preferred products of their 

mother country and the cargoes for the most part consisted in the southward export of Cantonese 

goods, in order of importance onions, preserves, silk goods, paper and shoes. The report noted that 

for their return trips, the steamers loaded rice for China, sometimes from Rangoon and Siamese 

ports. With substantive loadings in both directions and lucrative passenger fares, the business was a 

profitable one, a point especially noted in the reports. A number of other companies, European and 

local, large and small, competed for the trade but as a Chinese-owned company based in Hong Kong 

with Canton connections, Wo Fat Sing was able to develop into one of her the more prominent. 

 

Li Shek-Pang worked incessantly but in later years his health deteriorated through tuberculosis and 

diabetes and he died at Hong Kong on 6 July 1916 at the age of only 52 or 53. According to his will, 

the business was then carried on by his sons Koon Chun (1887-1966), Shiu Pang (1888-1951), Tse 

Fong (1891-1953) and Lan Sang (1900-69). Koon Chun had held power of attorney for his father 

since 1907 and now took over the leading role. Wo Fat Sing was fortunate that during the later war 

years of 1917-1919 its ships were not requisitioned by the Hong Kong Government like those of 

local British shipowners and its now veteran ships earned very good profits. These funds helped 

Koon Chun and Tse Fong in November 1918 to become co-founders and directors of the Bank of 

East Asia with its head office in Hong Kong and branches in Shanghai and Saigon.  

 



 

Despite the recession of the early 1920s, Wo Fat Sing was able to renew its fleet. Loss of Laertes by 

collision in December 1917 was made good in mid-1919 by purchase of Jardine’s Calcutta steamer 

Sui Sang to become Apoey (or A-Pui after Li Pui-choi). Then in March 1922 the 1700-grt sisters 

Haldis and Halvard, both 20 years old, were both acquired at recession prices from Norwegian 

owner Bruusgaard, Kiosterud & Coy, who had been operating them on charter around the South 

China Sea. Like Apoey, they were well suited to Wo Fat Sing’s requirements. In April 1928 Wo Fat 

Sing purchased the former Singapore-Fremantle trader Gorgon (1908), another Holt steamer, and 

then in March 1929 the finest vessel yet, Bruusgaard’s 12-year-old, Hong Kong-built China coaster 

Helikon. These new purchases enabled the 50-year-old Pheumpenh to be retired while the similarly 

ancient Telemachus could be laid up in Hong Kong after being gutted by fire. This left Wo Fat Sing 

with an operational fleet of five ships, all British-built for Asian trading with both cabin and ‘tween 

deck passenger capacity as well as four good cargo holds and sufficient gear to handle both general 

and rice cargoes. As a requirement of their Hong Kong registration, they were all under the 

command of British masters and Chief Engineers. Ching mentions that whereas the merchant firm 

Nam Wo Hong retained its traditional Chinese character, Koon Chun insisted that employees of Wo 

Fat Sing be proficient in English. Wo Fat Sing also differed from some other companies in 

prominently placing armed guards aboard its vessels, as a protection against piracy. 

 

Li Shek Pang’s will had stipulated that the family property would be divided when all his sons had 

attained their majority. Chok Lai, the younger of two son by his third wife, reached the age of 21 in 

August 1932 and the following May the assets were distributed. Flowing on from this, in October 

1933 the shipowning business was incorporated in Hong Kong at the old address of 81 Wing Lok 

Street as Wo Fat Sing Ltd. The first four sons retained full control of the board but the 3,000 shares 

were now widely spread amongst their descendants while Chok Chung and Chok Lai retained 500 

each.  

 

The fleet renewal of the late 1920s turned out to be ill-timed. According to Ching, Wo Fat Sing was 

hard hit by the Great Depression that began in late 1929 and lasted into the mid-1930s. The old 

Telemachus remained laid up, Lyeemoon was chartered out and Halvard was sold in 1934, in effect 

replaced by Shun Chih (ex Melusia) with better cabin accommodation. After Telemachus had been 

sold to breakers in 1936, Wo Fat Sing had a fleet of five good ships through to the outbreak of the 

Pacific War. By the late 1930s several ships were entrusted to the agency of Shun Cheong and 

unofficially advertised with three part names beginning with ‘Tai’, which would become a trademark 

of that firm. 

 

The Sino-Japanese War that broke out in July 1937 actually boosted trade between Hong Kong and 

Indo-China and the Wo Fat Sing ships could profitably ply their usual trade until the outbreak of war 

between Japan and the Allied Powers on 8 December 1941 was followed on December 25th by the 

surrender of Hong Kong. Fortunately the Japanese occupation was not marked by atrocities against 

the Chinese community such as occurred in Singapore. Koon Chun and Tse Fong had remained and 

as community leaders now found themselves obliged to collaborate with the Japanese authorities. 

When British forces returned to Hong Kong in 1945 they immediately came under suspicion but it 



 

was accepted that in reality they had little choice in the matter.   

 

The ships had not been so lucky. Since the outbreak of war in Europe in September 1939, Apoey and 

Shun Chih had operated under requisition by the British MOWT but continued to serve the rice 

trade, not only from Saigon but also from Bangkok, often delivering cargoes to Singapore and 

Penang and sometimes back-loading from Burma. When the Japanese assaulted on Hong Kong on 8 

December 1941, Shun Chih had just arrived from Bangkok while Apoey was undergoing floating 

repairs. Both were scuttled in Hong Kong harbour during the fighting of December 1941. Although 

raised by the Japanese, they were both lost to Allied action towards the end of the war. The other 

three ships survived to earn charter monies under Allied requisition. Lyeemoon had remained in the 

Hong Kong-Saigon rice trade under MOWT requisition until mid-1941 but when war broke out was 

in Singapore. After working for some months on the Indian coast, she was taken up as a cased-oil 

carrier for the Alexandria-Libya supply run and lost at Benghazi on her second voyage, not to enemy 

action but in a winter gale.  

 

Haldis had had sailed from Bangkok on 6 December 1941 with rice for Hong Kong but was two days 

later was diverted to Singapore, en route being witness to the sinking of the battleships Repulse and 

Prince of Wales on 10 December. After discharge at Singapore and now under the management of 

British India S.N. Co. she underwent local repairs before sailing on 24 January for Madras and then 

Calcutta for further repairs, which from the end of April were carried on at Bombay. Plans to place 

her in the Indian coastal trade were abandoned in favour of use as an ammunition storeship. On 12 

January 1944 she was despatched to Trincomalee but returned to Bombay on 5 April and there 

remained as a stationary ‘ammunition hulk’ until May 1947. Returned to Wo Fat Sing on 26 

November 1947, she made a repositioning voyage to Hong Kong and then a single commercial 

voyage to Shanghai over Christmas 1947 before on New Year’s Day 1948 being laid up at Hong Kong. 

Now 45 years old and probably with engines in poor condition, she faced an uncertain future. Six 

months later she blew ashore at Yaumati. Although refloated, docking showed repairs to be 

uneconomic and she was sold to local breakers.  

 

Thus only Helikon remained to resume commercial service. Until August 1940 she had continued as 

usual trading Saigon to Hong Kong, thereafter from Bangkok with some voyages south to Singapore, 

and sometimes back-loading rice from Rangoon. On 5 December 1941 she sailed Hong Kong to 

Manila, then briefly returned to Hong Kong for what was probably an evacuation voyage on the 15th 

to Manila and thence the East Java port Surabaya. There in January 1942 she was requisitioned to 

load for India, sailing on the 29th for Colombo. On 14 March 1942 she was allocated to the Indian 

coastal trade under management of Asiatic S.N. Co., which she commenced on 29 April after 

floating repairs at Vizagapatam. In the second half of 1943 she was running between Bombay and 

Karachi and sometimes as far as the Persian Gulf. In November 1944 she was transferred to the 

Government of India but continued running between Bombay and Karachi until February 1946, 

when she reverted to the Liner Division for a redelivery voyage from Bombay to Hong Kong. Unlike 

Haldis, she was returned in class after major survey at Bombay in mid-1945 and was able promptly 

to resume commercial service in the Saigon rice trade along with advertisement for first and other 



 

class passengers‘. 

 

Nevertheless, Wo Fat Sing’s forty-year-old shipping business never regained its former size, even 

though the company structure itself remained stable. The prewar company details are lost but the 

first postwar company return dated October 1947 revealed the paid up capital of $300,000 to be 

distributed among 32 Li family shareholders with Li Shek Pang’s four sons all surviving and still 

serving as directors, namely Li Koon Chun (100 shares), Li Shiu Pang (240), Li Tse-Fong (200) and Li 

Lan Sang (300). The two younger sons, Chok Chung and Chok Lai, held 500 shares each but without 

being directors. Given that the sons were now becoming elderly and all had diversified into other 

activities, it was probably the case that restoring their joint shipping business was not high priority. 

Moreover, shipping had become much more competitive. Shun Cheong Company was particularly 

energetic in acquiring new tonnage and soon predominant among Chinese companies in the 

southward trades from Hong Kong. Regime change in China during 1949 and political turmoil in 

Indochina also affected trading patterns. As demand arose for Hong Kong-registered, British-flag 

tonnage (offering protection against the Nationalist blockade) to be chartered to PRC interests for 

trading on the China coast, Wo Fat Sing found good use for its one remaining ship Helikon with its 

excellent passenger capacity. Accordingly it was chartered out to the PRC and from 1952 through 

the 1950s was reported in ports such as Foochow, Wenchow and North China with occasional 

incidents arising from the Nationalist blockade. To replace Helikon in the rice trade, in mid-1952 a 

cargo vessel was acquired, the 1040-dwt, ex P&O Malay coaster Bulan, now renamed Sunon (新安

could also be read as Sun On or Shun On). Sunon was sold in mid-1958. By 1959 the PRC was starting 

to buy and build its own ships for local and international trading, so in November 1959, at the end 

of her PRC charter, the 41-year-old Helikon was sold to Hong Kong breakers. At that time Wallem & 

Co. were busy fixing charters to the Indonesian Government to replace Dutch-flag ships in 

interisland trade. Being ideal for that purpose, Helikon was promptly reprieved from and transferred 

to the Panamanian flag to operate for two more years in Indonesian waters.   

 

Although the sale of Helikon in November 1959 marked the end of Wo Fat Sing as a shipowner, the 

company itself remains ‘live’ and has continued to engage in shipping and logistics and is currently 

(2020) headquartered in the Wo Fat Building in Kennedy Town, Hong Kong. Nam Wo Hong Ltd 

(incorporated in July 1955) is also ‘live’ along with the bank of East Asia. Of Li Shek-Pang’s seven 

children, Shiu Pang died in 1951, Tse Fong in 1953, Koon Chun in 1966, Lan San in 1969, Chok Chung 

in 1983, Chok Lai in 1995 and daughter Sylvia in 1993 but, as Frank Ching narrates, their children 

remain wealthy and engaged in Hong Kong business, the professions and politics while others family 

members have settled in the United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand.   

 

Sources: Frank Ching, The Li Dynasty: Hong Kong Aristocrats (Oxford U.P., Hong Kong, 1991) by 

courtesy of James Turnbull has been invaluable in documenting the Li family and its wide and 

diverse activities, though the details on shipowning are sparse and, as oral history, not always 

accurate. Besides the usual maritime and newspaper sources used elsewhere on this site, the Hong 

Kong company file (#1214) has been invaluable, while British Board of Trade series BT389 from the 

National Archives has allowed fine-grained documentation of Wo Fat Sing ships during World War II.     



 

FLEET LIST 

 

LAERTES (1903-17) 2183/79-12 (iron, 320.5’ x 34.3’, C2cy/188 hp, Greenock Foundry Co., Greenock) 

Built by Scott & Co., Greenock (#191) for Ocean S.S. Co. Ltd (A. Holt & Co. mgrs), Liverpool as 

LAERTES. 11/94 t/f to N.S.M. "Oceaan", Amsterdam. 10/01 reverted to Ocean S.S. Co. Ltd for 

HK-Amoy-Swatow-Straits trade. 8/03 sold for $10,000 to Li Shek Pang, Hong Kong. 1910 t/f to Hung 

Hing S.S. Co. Ltd (WFS), Hong Kong. 15/12/17 lost in collision in Malacca Straits on voyage 

Rangoon-Singapore in ballast. 

 
LAERTES (clydeships.co.uk). TELEMACHUS was identical. 

 

TELEMACHUS (1904-36) 2180/80 (iron, 320.9’ x 34.6’, C2cy/188 hp, R. Stephenson & Co., 

Newcastle) 

Built by A. Leslie & Co., Newcastle (#212) for Ocean S.S. Co. Ltd (A. Holt & Co. mgrs), Liverpool. 1896 

t/f to N.S.M. "Oceaan", Amsterdam. 1898 reg. at Singapore to Ocean S.S. Co. Ltd. 11/98 registry t/f 

to Liverpool. 10/00 sold to Un Lai Chuen, Hong Kong. 1904 sold to Li Shek Pang, Hong Kong. 1910 t/f 

to Lai Hing S.S. Co. Ltd (WFS), Hong Kong. 27/7/21 arrived Hong Kong from Saigon damaged after 

being adrift 2 days in typhoon (5 Chinese washed overboard). III/28 laid up at Hong Kong after fire. 

1933 t/f to Hop Hing S.S. Co. Ltd. 3/36 sold for further service but broken up in Hong Kong. 

 

ALLEMANNIA (1905-05) 1841/81 (iron, 288.0’ x 33.3’, C2cy/208 nhp, J. Howden & Co., Glasgow) 

Built by Dobie & Co., Glasgow (#113) for Hamburg-Amerikanische Packetfahrt AG, Hamburg as 

ALLEMANNIA. 1904 sold to J. Bryde, Tonsberg. 18/4/05 arrived Singapore from Cardiff with 2291 

tons of coal (for Russian Baltic fleet?). 1905 sold to Li Shek Pang, Hong Kong. 1905 sold to Bodo von 

Fischerz, Shanghai (reg. Hamburg). 1906 sold to Niyemon Kanazawa, Hamadera r. MIKADO MARU. 

1913 sold to Chobei Tanaka, Hamadera. 1917 t/f to Tanaka Kozan K.K., Hamadera. 1925 t/f to 

Kamaishi Kozan K.K., Hamadera. 1932 sold to Naosaburo Akai, Hamadera. 1936 sold to Keiji Onoye 

et al., Sendai. 19/2/37 wrecked at Rokkasho-mura, E. coast Aomori Prefecture. 



 

 

ALLEMANNIA was briefly in the fleet (A. Kludas). 

 

YING KING (1905-07) 781/04 (w.s.s.) 

Built by Kwong Tuck Cheong, HK. 1/04 reg. at HK to Yuet On S.S. Co. Ltd, HK. 11/05 sold to Li Shek 

Pang. 2/07 sold to Sing On S.S. Co. Ltd. 28/7/08 CTL but apparently by 1909 sailing for Chan Woon 

as HOITUNG. NFI.  

 

PHEUMPENH (1905-29) 1692/78-12 (iron, 305.8’ x 31.7’, C2cy/211 nhp, D. Rowan, Glasgow) 

Built by Harland & Wolff Ltd, Belfast (#122) for Asiatic S.N. Co., Liverpool as SHAHJEHAN. 1905 sold 

to Li Shek Pang, Hong Kong (reg. Calcutta) r. PHEUMPENH. 8/10 reg. at Hong Kong. 1910 t/f to Luen 

Hing S.S. Co. Ltd (WFS), Hong Kong. Q1/1929 broken up at Hong Kong. 

 

SHAHJEHAN http://www.theyard.info/ships/ships.asp?entryid=122 

 

APOEY (1919-41) 2790/95-12 (309.9 x 41.1’, T3cyl/275 nhp, N. Eastern Marine Eng. Co., Sunderland)  

Built by Sir Raylton Dixon 8 Co., Middlesbrough (#416) for Indo-China S.N. Co. Ltd, London as SUI 

SANG. 7/19 sold to Lai Hing S.S. Co. Ltd (WFS) r. APOEY. 10/21 reg. at Hong Kong. 12/23 t/f to Hung 

about:blank


 

Hing S.S. Co. Ltd. 4-5/30 and 8-9/31 HK-Samoa-HK o/c to Gibb, Livingston & Co., HK. 12/33 t/f to Po 

Hing S.S. Co. Ltd. 16/11/41 at Hong Kong for overhaul. 25/12/41 scuttled at Hong Kong – raised by 

Japanese and 10/42 recomm. as GYOEI MARU. 14/1/44 sunk by US aircraft near Hong Kong (20.35N, 

113.44E). 

 

APOEY as Indo-China S.N. Co.’s Sui Sang (JM&C) 

 

HALDIS (1921-48) 1700/02-5 (265.0’ x 37.0’, T3cy/189 nhp, G. Clark Ltd, Sunderland; pass.) 

Built by J. Priestman & Co., Sunderland (#94) for Bruuusgard, Kiosterud & Co., Drammen. 1921 sold 

to Luen Hing S.S. Co. Ltd and 3/22 reg. at Hong Kong. 1923 t/f Wing Hing S.S. Co. Ltd, Hong Kong. 

1941 British India S.N. Co. Ltd mgrs. under requisition. 4/12/41 sailed Bangkok for Hong Kong but 

redirected to Singapore, then 24/1/42 after repairs to Calcutta. 6/42 at Bombay in naval service as 

ammunition storeship. 5/4/43-23/5/47 stationary ammunition hulk at Bombay. 26/11/47 redel. to 

owners. 14/12/47 returned to Hong Kong, then Shanghai before 1/1/48 laid up at Hong Kong off 

Yaumati. 27/7/48 extensively damaged when blown ashore. 22/8 refloated. 30/10 sold. 11-12/48 

docked at Taikoo but resold to local shipbreakers and early 1949 broken up [BT 389/14/211]. 

 

HALDIS at Hong Kong January 1940 (D. Gammon*). HALVARD was identical. 

 

HALVARD (1922-34) 1701/02-7 (265.0’ x 37.0’, T3cy/191 nhp, G. Clark Ltd, Sunderland; pass.) 

Built by J. Priestman & Co., Sunderland (#95) for Bruusgaard, Kiosterud & Co., Drammen. 3/22 sold 

to Lai Hing S.S. Co. Ltd, Hong Kong. 1923 t/f to Hop Hing S.S. Co. Ltd, Hong Kong. 1934 sold to Hwei 

Tung S.S. Co., Chefoo r. HWEI CHONG. 1941 seized by Japanese r. KEISHO GO. 27/11/42 bombed and 

sunk off Macao. 

 



 

LYEEMOON 鯉門 (1928-43) 2885/08-10 (303.6’ x 42.2’, T3cy/200 hp, 10.5k) 

Built by Scotts S.B. & Eng. Co. Ltd, Greenock (#424) for Ocean S.S. Co. Ltd (A. Holt & Co. mgrs), 

Liverpool for Singapore-West Australia trade as GORGON. 4/28 sold to Cheong Hing S.S. Co. Ltd 

(WFS), Hong Kong r. LYEEMOON. 11/11/39 req. at HK but remained in fortnightly HK-Saigon trade. 

5/41 HK-Sandakan, then from 6/41 HK-Straits trade. 31/12/41 Singapore to Colombo (13/1 for 

repairs) and Calcutta for boiler repairs (4/3-3/4), then Indian coasting trade. 6/42 taken over by 

Govt of India as cased oil carrier and deployed to Red Sea, East Africa and Mauritius. 24/11/42 

arrived at Alexandria and from 3/12 on Benghazi supply run. 3-4/1/43 on second voyage wrecked at 

Benghazi in winter gale, CTL. [BT389/19/248] 

 

LYEEMOON at Hong Kong December 1939 (D. Gammon*) 

 

HELIKON (1929-59) 2232/17-9 (270.6‘ x 40.1‘; T3cy/255 hp; pass.) 

Ordered by Hong Kong & Whampoa Dock Co. Ltd, Hong Kong (#547) for Bruusgaard, Kiosterud & Co., 

Drammen but completed 9/17 under requisition for Furness Withy & Co. Ltd (reg. Hong Kong). 1919 

t/f to Bruusgaard, Kiosterud & Co., Drammen. 3/29 sold to Luen Hing S.S. Co. Ltd (WFS mgrs), Hong 

Kong. 20/7/30 seized by pirates 16 m. S. of Hong Kong - taken to Bias Bay. 13/10/32 seized by 

pirates near Bias Bay and taken to Hong Hai Bay, where released 45 hours later. 12/33 t/f to Tai Hing 

S.S. Co. Ltd, Hong Kong. c.1937-40 on charter to Shun Cheong as TAI CHUN HWA (大中華). 15/12/41 

escaped Hong Kong for Manila, Surabaya (29/12), where req. by MOWT to load 27/1/42 for India. 

3/42 t/f to Liner Division for Indian coastal trade (Asiatic S.N. Co. Ltd, mgrs). 15/11/44-2/2/46 under 

Govt of India for Bombay-Karachi run. 2/46 redelivery voyage Bombay-Hong Kong, where reverted 

to owners. 5/49 t/f to Wo Fat Sing Ltd, Hong Kong. 24/9/52 reported grounded at Wenchow, 

refloated 30/9 and proceeded to Shanghai. 11/52 reported trading to central and N. China ports. 

21/6/55 boarded by Nationalist forces off Foochow. 14/11/59 arrived at Hong Kong for demolition 

but resold to Pan Norse S.S. Co. S.A. (ben. owner Oriental S.S. Co. - Wallem & Co. Ltd, Hong Kong 

mgrs), Panama and 9/12/59 chartered to Republik Indonesia. 21/12/61 at end of R.I. charter arrived 

Hong Kong for demolition by Chiap Hua Mfy Co. (1947) Ltd - 15/2/62 work commenced [BT 

389/15/103]. 



 

 
HELIKON at Swatow Dec. 1938 with Chinese name TAI CHUN HWA 大中華  

(D. Gammon*, edited by Russell Priest). 

 

SHUN CHIH 春潮 (1931-41) 1899/02-4 (280.2’ x 38.2’, 3Tcy/249 nhp; pass.) 

Built by Caledon S.B. & Eng. Co. Ltd, Dundee (#162) for Melbourne S.S. Co. Ltd, Melbourne as 

SYDNEY. 11/17 sold to Burns, Philp & Co. Ltd, Sydney r. MELUSIA. 4/27 delivered at Singapore to 

China Pacific S.S. Co., Shanghai r. SHUN TSZE. 5/10/28 reported running Hong Kong-Saigon 

overloaded with passengers (327 adults, 65 children, 75 crew when certified to carry only 212). 

10/31 sold to Lai Hing S.S. Co. Ltd (Wo Fat Sing), Hong Kong, romanised as SHUN CHIH. 12/33 /f to 

Sing Hing S.S. Co. Ltd, Hong Kong. 1937 to mid-1939 on charter to Shun Cheong as (unofficially) TAI 

PING YANG (太平洋). 7/12/41 arrived Hong Kong from Bangkok. 25/12/41 scuttled in Hong Kong 

harbour - salved by Japan (Kawasaki Kisen K.K., Mgrs) r. SHUNCHO MARU 春湖丸. 8/5/45 sunk by 

mine off Yoshimi, Yamaguchi Pref. (34.04N 130.5E), around 80 dead.  

 
SHUN CHIH in Sydney as Burns Philp’s Melusia (R. Dufty*). 

 

SUNON 新安 (1952-58) 1048/24-6 (220.3’ x 35.1’, T3cy) 

Built by A. Stephen & Sons Ltd, Glasgow (#503) for P. & O. S.N. Co., London for Singapore-Belawan 

(N. Sumatra) feeder line as BULAN. 9/39 req. by RN at Singapore as local patrol vessel. 10-11/2/41 



 

evacuated Singapore for Tanjung Priok (Batavia), thence India. 6/52 sold for £43,500 to Wo Fat Sing 

Ltd, Hong Kong r. SUNON. 8/55 LR class expunged. 6/58 sold to Tang Seck Fong, Hong Kong. 6/60 

sold to Kum Luen Ltd S.A., Panama r. DORA. 15/7/61 stranded on Britto Bank (10.30N, 107.42E) on 

voyage Phnom Penh-Hong Kong – abandoned, looted. CTL. 

 

SUNON at Hong Kong. Unusally for a postwar ship, the name in Chinese lettering on the ship’s side 

was written from right to left (T. Rayner*). 

 

Postscript: SUNON at Singapore after sale, registered in Panama but not yet renamed (R. Gabriel*). 

 

- oo000000oo- 

 


